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CEO’S PERSPECTIVE

Strengthening Our Core Function and Building New Relationships
An update from RCMSAR Chief Executive Officer Pat Quealey
This issue of the Compass signals progress on several fronts as we strive to
achieve our strategic priorities and
goals. With that in mind, I encourage
you to read the Readiness Framework
article that outlines our three-year
project to support our strategic priority
of providing a high-quality search and
rescue service. This project is the main
effort of your Management Team as we
aim to improve operational readiness
across the entire organization based
on three pillars: training, personnel
and support. One of the key elements
you will see in this initial framework
design is the revamping of our training delivery to include deliberate
opportunities for leadership development inclusive of those at the coxswain
level. This has been a consistent request

for improvement I have heard in my
numerous station engagements. For
members, please consider and discuss
what this all means to your teams and
reach out to our Acting Director of
Training, Paul Helston, through your
station leadership, should you have
questions or ideas to support this organizational evolution. We will be sure to
communicate more about this important project and update you on progress.
Related to our core function of
marine search and rescue, I am pleased
to announce that we have negotiated
a formal contribution agreement with
the Province of British Columbia that
entrenches support for insurance coverage and operational reimbursement
for our Shuswap station supporting
the provincial inland waters search

We aim to improve operational readiness
across the entire organization based on
three pillars: training, personnel and support.
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CEO’S PERSPECTIVE

“I am pleased to see that, year after year, our partners and stakeholders are
onboard with our efforts to promote the importance of safe boating practices
across the country. Together, we are making our waterways safer and working to
reduce boating fatalities and injuries.”
– Joyce Murray, Member of Parliament for Vancouver Quadra (pictured above with
RCMSAR CEO Pat Quealey).
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and rescue mandate. This agreement is
significant, as support to Shuswap was
no longer deemed permissible as part of
our CCG relationship. We look forward
to continuing our collaboration with
the provincial government to investigate how we might better support their
numerous public safety mandates in
coastal and inland waters. As an example, RCMSAR HQ has been active in
providing subject matter expertise and
staff planning for potential requests
for assistance to provincial agencies in
both the recent spring flooding and
the current wildfire crisis. This spirit of
cooperation reflects our values and our
vision for excellence in communitybased marine safety.
I also wanted to highlight a new
partnership we have established with
the Community Against Preventable
Injuries to support a three-year SAR
prevention/boating safety campaign.
The federal government is providing
$921,000 from Transport Canada’s
Boating Safety Contribution Program
to support and better understand attitudes toward boating safety and develop
an awareness campaign to promote
better practices in British Columbia.

CEO’S PERSPECTIVE
The campaign will be launched in 2019
through television, newspapers, blogs,
radio, ambient signage and other marketing approaches. RCMSAR stations
are intended to be highlighted and play
a key role in the campaign. Our Director of Administration will have more to
report as this project develops.
I look forward to discussing these
and other elements of our organizational development at the September 17
RCMSAR Annual General Meeting, to
be held at the Radisson Hotel Vancouver Airport at 8181 Cambie Rd. in
Richmond. Save the date! More details
to follow!
Enjoy your Compass!
Pat

A Visit From BC Ferries
BC Ferries CEO Mark Collins and VP Fleet Operations Jamie Marshall visited
RCMSAR’s Headquarters and Training Centre and toured one of our rescue vessels.
BC Ferries is committed to marine safety and we look forward to exploring ways to
work together.
Pictured above, left to right: RCMSAR CEO Pat Quealey, BC Ferries CEO Mark
Collins, BC Ferries VP Fleet Operations Jamie Marshall, RCMSAR Director of
Operations Jason van der Valk, RCMSAR Sooke crewmember Scott Burchett and TK
Trust Company Board Chair Arthur Coady.
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RCMSAR Station Sooke—June 3
Three men are lucky to be alive after their vessel capsized
and an RCMSAR Sooke crew plucked them from the frigid
waters of Sooke Basin.
At 3:40 p.m. on June 3, the Joint Rescue Coordination
Centre ( JRCC) tasked RCMSAR’s Sooke station to respond

to reports of an overturned small vessel south of Goodridge
Island. Ten minutes later, eight crew members arrived at
the station’s boathouse. Because of the severity of the incident and the number of available crew members, Coxswain
Jason van der Valk decided to send out both of the station’s
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RESCUE
dedicated response vessels to look for the vessel and its
occupants.
At 3:55 p.m., Coxswain van der Valk and crew members
Amber Frame, Rob Roe, David Steeves and Jeff Walker
departed in the station’s Zodiac 850, while Coxswain Stephen Dinn and crew members Ron Neitsch and Tim Shilson
departed in the station’s Mark VII moments later.
Crews arrived on scene around eight minutes later and
began searching for the vessel or anyone in the water. At 4:05
p.m., a crew member spotted a person in the water—they
were clutching onto a small plastic fuel can and were completely submerged except for their head.
The Zodiac crew quickly approached the man and performed a two-man recovery to get him aboard their vessel.
They asked the man how many people were in the water and
he told them two and then three. The crew began medical
treatment on the cold and confused man, determining that he
was okay but possibly in shock.
Moments later a crew member spotted a second and third
person low in the water and quickly recovered them both.
Both were given medical treatment and, while the second
man appeared to be okay, the third was struggling and likely
only had moments left treading water in the extremely cold
temperatures.
At 4:07 p.m., the Zodiac crew contacted JRCC and
requested emergency crews meet them at the Sunny Shores
Resort & Marina. Meanwhile, the Mark VII crew began
searching for the men’s vessel, quickly determining that the
vessel had likely sunk. They then departed for the marina to

assist the Zodiac crew with transferring the men to the landbased emergency crews.
The Zodiac crew arrived at the marina at 4:15 p.m. and
handed all three men over to BC Emergency Health Services
and Sooke Fire Rescue. While two of the men walked away
without needing further treatment, the third one required
high-level care and was taken to hospital. Both RCMSAR
crews stood down at 4:40 p.m. and returned to base.
All three men were extremely lucky to have been spotted
and recovered from the water, particularly as none of them
were wearing a PFD. As Coxswain van der Valk noted, “Minutes later it could have been a very different outcome.”
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moments left
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Nanaimo station crew members responded to two medical
emergencies within days of each other. At 3:22 p.m. on June
5, JRCC tasked the Nanaimo station to assist an unconscious
boater just north of Round Island. The boater had struck her
head on her sailboat’s winch and had been knocked out, leading to the sailboat’s master’s call for help.
Coxswain Jerry Berry and crew members Thomas Forrest,
Ken Swain and John Thomson set out in the station’s dedicated response vessel G.B. Meynell at 3:36 p.m., arriving on
scene at 3:57 p.m. Two crew members boarded the sailboat
to assess and treat the woman, which they continued as the
sailboat’s master proceeded towards Nanaimo alongside the
Meynell.

Both Nanaimo crews
responded quickly and
professionally to these serious
incidents.
At 4:35 p.m., after assessing speed and conditions, the
coxswain determined that the best course of action was to
transfer the woman to the Meynell. Both vessels stopped and
the Nanaimo crew transferred the woman onto their vessel.
They then proceeded at speed to the Nanaimo Port Authority
Basin, with one crew member remaining on the sailboat to
direct it to the dock.

Photo: C-Tow Nanaimo

RCMSAR Station Nanaimo—June 5 & 8

The Meynell arrived at the dock at 4:44 p.m. and transferred
the woman to a waiting emergency health services crew. The
sailboat reached the dock at 5:15 p.m. and after the master
moored his vessel the Meynell crew took him to their base
and drove him to the hospital to meet up with the injured
woman. By 5:45 p.m. the crew was back at their base.
The second medical assist incident for the Nanaimo station
began mid-morning on June 8. At 10:43 a.m., JRCC tasked
the Nanaimo station to assist a broken-down pleasure craft
between Nanaimo and Gibsons. Coxswain Nikolaj Richers and crew members Mike Banning and Shawn Corrigan
departed base in the station’s other DRV J.C. McGregor at
10:49 a.m., arriving on scene at 11:24 a.m.
Crew members spoke to the lone occupant of the vessel,
who was very wet and sea sick after spending two hours adrift
Compass 8 August 2017

RESCUE
in four-foot seas in a vessel that was taking on water. The
crew transferred the patient onto the McGregor and treated
him for hypothermia, while one crew member went aboard
the pleasure craft with the McGregor’s pump to keep the
vessel afloat.
At 11:48 a.m. C-Tow arrived on scene as they had been
contracted to tow in the vessel. The McGregor crew advised
them of the vessel’s condition, informing them that the
pleasure craft’s bilge pump was keeping the water levels under
control.
At 11:59 a.m. C-Tow began towing the vessel to Horseshoe
Bay. JRCC advised the Nanaimo crew to take the patient to
Nanaimo, and they arrived at their base with the patient at
12:35 p.m. Upon arrival the patient started feeling worse, even
though he had initially responded well to treatment. As a precaution, the Nanaimo crew called 911 and had him checked
over by an emergency health services crew. They cleared him
for release and a waiting friend took over his care.
Congratulations to both Nanaimo crews for their quick and
professional response to these serious incidents.

RCMSAR Stations Gibsons &
West Vancouver—June 4
Two RCMSAR crews, a Coast Guard crew and a vessel of
opportunity all banded together to rescue seven people from a
sinking boat.
At 5:08 p.m. on June 4, JRCC tasked RCMSAR Station
Gibsons to assist, following reports of a sinking vessel and
people in the water off Keats Island. Coxswain Bill Parsons
and crew members Morgan Beall and David Croal departed
base at 5:23 p.m., heading to the sinking vessel’s reported
location.
Moments after JRCC tasked the Gibsons station they also
tasked RCMSAR’s West Vancouver station to respond to the
same incident. Coxswain Roger Wagstaff and crew members
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Vanessa Abbott, Trish Watts, Cory Wright and Shawn
Wright were already out on a training exercise in Howe
Sound, so they responded to the tasking immediately.
Both crews arrived at the sinking vessel’s reported location
off Keats Island but found no sign of the vessel. Both crews
continued to search the surrounding areas until they received
an updated location at 5:36 p.m. Both vessels arrived on scene
minutes later, preceded by Coast Guard rescue vessel Kitsilano I.
All the crews quickly determined that there were no people
in the water and that all seven of the sinking vessel’s passengers were safely aboard a nearby vessel of opportunity.
Kitsilano I assumed the role of on-scene commander and
requested the West Vancouver crew’s assistance in taking the
vessel under tow to attempt to stabilize it.

After about five minutes, the Kitsilano I crew determined
that pumping would not help keep the vessel afloat and that
it needed to be beached. RCMSAR West Vancouver set a
course for Gambier Harbour, arriving at 6:04 p.m. and transferring the tow to Kitsilano I, who safely beached the vessel.
While the tow took place, the Gibsons crew confirmed the
safety of the sinking vessel’s passengers. Going alongside the
vessel of opportunity, they determined that all passengers
were accounted for and that none had medical issues.
At 5:48 p.m., a local towing company arrived on scene and
took the owner of the sinking vessel and one other passenger
off the vessel of opportunity to transport them to Gambier
Island to inspect the vessel. By 6:12 p.m., the on-scene commander Kitsilano I determined that the remaining passengers
needed to be transported to Gibsons Harbour, so the Gibsons
crew took the five of them aboard, arriving at Gibsons Harbour at 6:40 p.m., leaving them with waiting family members.
Both crews stood down shortly after completing their roles
in the mission, and both were thanked by Kitsilano I for their
excellent teamwork and professional execution. Well done to
everyone involved!

RCMSAR Station Lax Kw’alaams—
April 16
The quick response of an RCMSAR Lax Kw’alaams crew
helped save the lives of two fishermen whose boat capsized in
the early evening of April 16.
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Just before 8:00 p.m., family members of the fishermen
contacted Station Lax Kw’alaams, informing them that their
17-foot pleasure craft had sunk off of the south end of Birnie
Island and that both men were in the water. Station members contacted Marine Communications and Traffic Services
(MCTS) in Prince Rupert, informing them of the incident
and getting officially tasked to assist.
Minutes later, Coxswain James Henry and crew members
Dwayne and Glen Wesley departed base in the station’s dedicated response vessel Lax Kw’alaams (pictured right), arriving
on scene at 8:05 p.m. The crew immediately spotted the two
men clinging to the bow of their vessel, the only unsubmerged part of their boat.
The Lax Kw’alaams crew took both men aboard their vessel
and gave them a medical assessment. Both were cold and
wet but uninjured and not hypothermic. The men explained
that they had been pulling up prawn pots when their line had
gotten caught on the propeller. When they tried to untangle
the line, the weight of the prawn pots pulled down their stern
at the same time as they were hit from behind with four-foot
swells. Both men ended up in the water but were able to
climb onto the unsubmerged bow.
Once the crew determined that both men were fine, they
began to right the sunken vessel. Crew members secured
the bow line of the sunken vessel to the Lax Kw’alaams and
began a slow tow, bringing the vessel to an upright position
and allowing gravity to drain much of the water. Once the
vessel began floating on its own, crew members used their
portable pump to remove the rest of the water from the

Photo: Gerren Henry
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interior and then tested the pleasure craft’s bilge pump, which
still worked.
At 8:15 p.m., the Lax Kw’alaams crew began towing
the pleasure craft back to the marina. They arrived at 8:40
p.m. and proceeded to the local boat ramp at the request
of the pleasure craft’s owner. By 8:45 p.m. both fishermen
were on shore with their vessel and heading home. The Lax
Kw’alaams crew headed back to base and had completed their
mission just after 9:00 p.m.
Bravo Zulu to the Lax Kw’alaams crew for their fast and
professional assistance in what could have been a very dangerous situation.
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Crew Member of the Month: Mike Janicki
RCMSAR Station Richmond’s Mike Janicki is August’s Crew Member of the Month.
Training and Achievements:
•
•
•

24-year RCMSAR member
first responder, SAR crew training facilitator, advanced rescue trainer evaluator,
coxswain
rigid hull inflatable operator training and small vessel operator proficiency

From Richmond Training Officer Barb Bluschke:

28
SAR
missions

115 hours
sea time

Statistics are for the last 12 months.

249 hours
RCMSAR
time

Mike joined RCMSAR Station Richmond January 1, 1993, and currently serves as
a coxswain and facilitator for the station’s SAR crew training.
Mike brings a unique perspective to his position with RCMSAR Richmond—he
is an electrical engineer who has, over the course of his professional career, designed
and installed radar systems on commercial ships and worked on board ships plying
the waters of the east coast.
Mike’s sea time does not reflect his full dedication to RCMSAR. He facilitates
training and attends the many community events that RCMSAR Richmond commits to. Notably, and most recently, during a YVR airport disaster training exercise
with CCG Sea Island and other partners, Mike was able to identify a volunteer
‘patient’ during a primary assessment, who was actually suffering from hypothermia
and not acting. Mike escalated the patient to BC Ambulance Service, who eventually took him to Richmond General Hospital.
Mike can always be seen in a group of SAR members wearing his Tilley hat and
RCMSAR jacket.
His leadership is sincerely appreciated by all of the RCMSAR Richmond
members!
Thank you Mike for being part of our station and for taking good care of us.
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PRACTICAL SKILLS

SAREx 2017
RCMSAR’s annual training exercise brings hundreds
together to learn new skills and share best practices
Compass 13 August 2017

SAREx
SAREx 2017 was the biggest and best yet
with nearly 170 RCMSAR crew participating plus members of our Board of Governors,
Headquarters team and our Canadian Coast
Guard SAR partners.
The event, which took place May 12–14 at
the Sunshine Coast’s Camp Elphinstone, was
an excellent opportunity for members from
throughout the region to learn, practice and
share new skills.
On the Saturday, members were able to
select some of their classes, so they could
‘choose their own adventure’. Sunday included
an introduction to mass rescue operations
from CEO Pat Quealey and a large-scale field
exercise involving the Coast Guard hovercraft
crew, Gibsons Fire Department, more than 30
RCMSAR rescuers and nearly 100 ‘casualties’.
Crews practiced triage, communication and
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SAREx
first aid in a situation designed to overwhelm
the available resources.
The accompanying station management program had nearly 30 station and society leaders
collaborating on best practices, fundraising
and regional goals.
Thanks go to everyone who attended and
helped make the weekend a great success. Special thanks go to the organizers: Mike Cupit,
Roger Wagstaff, Alistair Duncan, Mark Wenn,
Barb Bluschke, Erin Heeney, Vanessa Abbot
and many, many more.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Project Partner Chosen for
World Maritime Rescue Congress
We are now one step closer towards the successful execution of the
much-anticipated World Maritime Rescue Congress, planned for June
2019 in Vancouver at the Vancouver Convention Centre’s East Building.
It is with great pleasure that I share the announcement of our project
partners: International Conference Services. International Conference
Services, or ICS as they are more commonly known, have been a professional conference organizer in Vancouver since 1976. They were chosen
from a short list of four of the top professional conference organizers in
the province.
The decision was difficult as the quality of service that we enjoy from
all of these organizations in Vancouver is exemplary. However, after
exhaustive interviews, it was determined that ICS was the organization
that best aligned with RCMSAR’s goals and objectives for this event.
ICS come highly recommended and have delivered many events in
the city with a specialty leaning toward non-profit organizations.

Photo: International Conference Services

By Jane Maisonville-Phillips, Development Officer, RCMSAR

Our CEO, Pat Quealey, was hosted by the International Maritime
Rescue Federation at their Mass Rescue Operations Conference in
June where Pat invited our colleagues from around the world to join
us at this important event in 2019. Enthusiasm was high and we look
forward to hosting the global maritime community in Vancouver along
with our partners. We are fortunate to have such a qualified team in
ICS to help ensure the World Maritime Rescue Congress is a resounding success.
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IN MEMORIAM

A Fond Farewell to a Dedicated Volunteer
By Ian McBeath, RCMSAR Station West Vancouver
RCMSAR Station West Vancouver lost one
of its most loyal supporters on March 19 when
John Gercsak passed away in Lions Gate Hospital after a battle with cancer.
I remember very well the night I first met
John and his wife Syd. It was a dark winter’s
evening and a group of us had just returned
from training in Howe Sound. At that time
we had a very innocuous looking wooden hut
at the end of the car park at the West Vancouver Yacht Club. As we were changing out
of our gear there was a knock at the door and
there stood John and Syd, who announced
that they had just retired and wanted something to do so had come to volunteer!
Now we were definitely looking for new
recruits, but I was not sure at first that we
really wanted any more retirees as our average
age was already quite high. But, a volunteer is
a volunteer, and retirees can have more availability for calls, especially in the daytime, so
I sat them down and asked them about their
boating experience. “Well, we’ve got very little
experience of boating, but we have done a lot
of fishing,” said John. “So we know what it’s
like to be out on the water.”

It wasn’t really the sort of experience we
were looking for, but as we continued to talk
it became very evident that John was a determined and professional person with a clear
streak of adventure in him and obviously a
fit and active person. So, we invited Syd and
him on board to start our training and induction program at which they both excelled in
learning new skills and demonstrating a very
dedicated approach.
When they said they wanted to volunteer, they certainly meant it and took on a
wide range of tasks within the station and
in the North Shore Lifeboat Society, with
Syd becoming treasurer. When RCMSAR 1
received its Falkins-class vessel and we moved
to a new permanent place within Horseshoe
Bay, John would come down to the boat every
day in order to check that it was all secure and
carry out various duties, often cleaning out the
boat after the previous night’s crew.
One famous occasion I recall was a training
night on our old boat, when in an attempt to
get the crew to act out an emergency fire drill,
an enthusiastic member of the team actually
set off a fire extinguisher. If you have ever seen
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the mess created when an extinguisher is set
off then you will know the persistency of the
material that it leaves behind on every surface in the vessel. The following day John was
down at the boat cleaning it up. It took him
hours, but that was the sort of man he was.
John had been a dentist in his professional
life. In his leisure moments he had at times
been a fisherman and a race car driver, before
dedicating himself to RCMSAR.
The obituary put out by his family remembers him as a “gentle giant” who laughed easily,
honestly and often. We fully concur with this.
All in RCMSAR Station West Vancouver
will miss him a lot and cherish his memory
and are proud to have known him and served
with him.

ADMINISTRATION UPDATE

Volunteer for the RCMSAR Management Team!
RCMSAR runs on the spirit of volunteerism,
and we are looking for volunteers to bolster the
RCMSAR Management Team and Safety and
Training Board.
Volunteers hold several key management
positions including responsibility for equipment,
vessel procurement, human resources, fundraising development and SAR prevention. These
hard-working volunteers can use your help,
and as part of our succession planning we are
always interested in attracting talented individuals interested in taking on these portfolios in
the future. Support to the management team
is also good way for members to contribute to
the broader organization and thereafter consider their interest for a Board of Governors
nomination.
Specifically, we wish to fill the vacant position
of Equipment Manager. This volunteer would
be part of the Safety and Training Board and be
responsible for a fleet-wide approach to evaluating new equipment and validating existing
equipment to ensure all our crews have the tools they need to be safe
and effective.
In addition to management positions, we are inviting expressions of
interest in being part of the RCMSAR Safety and Training Board. This
group meets monthly for collaborative decision-making to develop and
implement safety and training standards for our organization.

These roles are a great opportunity to serve our members and help
RCMSAR achieve its vision of excellence in community-based marine
safety. There is a time commitment, including team conference calls
and other duties as required, but we recognize the many other demands
on your time and the need for flexibility. It doesn’t matter where you
live, as many of these functions can be performed from anywhere in the
province.
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ADMINISTRATION UPDATE

Last Call for Offshore Jackets
RCMSAR’s clothing supplier, Out of the
Blue Designs, has notified HQ that the
offshore jackets that they are currently
selling have been discontinued. There is
still some stock left, so if you do want to
order one of the jackets, be sure to fill
out your order form and send it to
clothing@rcmsar.com—check
out page 34 of the Compass for
more details on how to order.
There is a small amount of
stock still available through
Stormtech in sizes extra-small,
small, medium and large.
We are working with clothing providers and the Safety
and Training Board to determine
a replacement design.

Fraser Valley Station
After providing more than 20 years of SAR prevention information
and support to local communities, RCMSAR Station Fraser Valley has
ceased operations.
The station, which focused solely on boating safety, had a number of
members over the years, but its main champions were Bill Hopkins and
Jim Miller. Bill, Jim and other station members took part in local boating safety events, conducted lakeside pleasure craft safety checks and
participated in the annual BC Sportsmen’s Show in Abbotsford.
Sadly, Bill’s passing in January and Jim’s retirement left the station
without the membership required to keep them going. We are truly
thankful for all of the good work done by Bill, Jim and the other station members and thank them for spreading the boating safety message
throughout the Fraser Valley.

Photo: Shaundd

In addition to these specific opportunities we also invite you to help
support the other portfolio areas, or even suggest new areas where your
expertise would be valuable to the broader organization. This will help
our succession planning for the future or as opportunities arise.
You can email your expression of interest and resume to recruiting@
rcmsar.com or contact Rob Duffus at 1 800 665-4757 with any questions. Rob can also provide you the terms of reference for positions of
interest.

Harrison Lake
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Prince Rupert Station Thankful for
Community Support

A New Sign for HQ
Peninsula Co-op Directors Patti Hunter and Ron Gaudet presented a $3,000 cheque in support of the new entranceway sign for the
RCMSAR Headquarters and Training Centre in East Sooke. The new
sign, constructed by Speedpro Signs of Victoria, was also funded by a
Western Economic Diversification Canada 150 grant.

Pictured above: Members of RCMSAR Station Prince Rupert,
aboard their dedicated response vessel Orme G. Stuart,
receive a cheque for $1,500 from a representative of the
Prince Rupert Lions Club.
The local Lions Club generously donated the money
to the Prince Rupert station to help in the construction
of a dummy vessel which can be anchored to a dock
or poolside. The dummy vessel will be used in training
exercises to meet new training standards around vessel
capsizing and self-rescue.
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BOATING SAFETY UPDATE

Another Busy Season for Boating Safety
By Cathy Dupuis, SAR Prevention Officer, RCMSAR
Hello again everyone! What a busy time
of year for us all. Please remember to send
in a SAR prevention activity report so we
can share your accomplishments with the

membership and your members can get a time
credit to their profiles. A heads-up though—if
you do it on a community event form, I don’t
see it and I can’t tell anyone!
Station 54 Campbell River attended the
annual Ocean Pacific Marine Show on April
8. Pictured at left with their new SAR prevention trailer are new member Michel Wolf
and long-time members Tony Smith and
Mike Swanston. Bobbie the Safety Boat also
attended the event and had a chance to catch
up with the 71-foot pilot boat Pacific Chinook
(bottom left)!
I am pleased to share with everyone the
photo below of Station 27 Nanaimo’s new
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SAR prevention trailer. I am sure it stands out
and is a great hit!
The Kids Don’t Float program is still booming. To mention a few, Station 54 Campbell
River has installed one at McIvor Lake (pictured below) this year (the PFDs have of
course been installed). John Harper and his
team at Station 31 Brentwood Bay are just
finishing up the last of seven new boards!
Let’s see if I’m correct on locations: Anglers
Anchorage Marina, upper Verdier Park at the
ferry terminal, Portside Marina, Brentwood
Bay, Rhodes Marina, Goldstream Boathouse
Marina and Brentwood Bay Resort and Spa,
which is pictured on the next page. I’m going

BOATING SAFETY UPDATE
to leave the stories of such a huge success for
John to tell in the next edition of the Compass.
Well done Station 31 and thank you!
We have a couple of SAR prevention items
that are available to any station that would like
to have them. First, with a new policy from
Headquarters, stations with SAR prevention
trailers now have the opportunity to acquire
them for no charge as an asset to their society
and station so long as they are able to pay for
the small transfer fee from the Pacific Region
to their society. They will now also be responsible for the registration and insurance. Having
said all that, we have one of the box trailers
which Nanaimo has been using for many years
up for grabs if anyone is interested. The one in
the photo at right is actually in our lake region
but this will give you an idea of the trailer’s
size and appearance.
Next, I have in my storage shed in Courtenay a complete static board package (see photo
far right and please note it is not Station 60’s
package). This came back to me last fall from
what used to be our Powell River station. It
is 40”x 43”x 16.5” and full of great display
products. I am happy to have a station put it to
good use.
Please contact me at info@rcmsar.com for
either of these items and I’ll be happy to hand
them over. Stay safe!
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The
Readiness
Project

RCMSAR Director of Training Paul Helston outlines the region’s three-year
organizational level project designed to improve operational readiness across
the organization.
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TRAINING UPDATE
What is the Readiness Project?
The Readiness Project is a multi-year project
intended to improve operational readiness
across the entire organization in three pillars:
training, personnel and support.
Our approach to the project is to use
evidence-based information to inform option
analysis in each pillar, determining how we
can improve our effectiveness through better
resource management.
The project has three thrusts. Can
you give a brief outline of what each
thrust involves?
The project itself will follow a phased
approach as we identify areas for improvement
inside each thrust. All the thrusts are linked
in one way or another so we will address each
in turn then take time to stop, measure and
adjust the outputs as required.
The three thrusts are the readiness framework, end-to-end training review and
validation. There is now a fourth thrust under
development, which is related to the support
pillar, to examine engineering and equipment
and vessel procurement.
Readiness Framework: This is a policy document that has four main areas:
1. Define readiness for the three pillars.

2.

Define readiness profile for stations
by grouping them into four categories
(heavy weather SAR, ocean SAR, lake
SAR, boating safety).
3. Operational restrictions for coxswains,
which include new categories for a
temporary coxswain limited to day only
or day and night, with both being for a
set period of time pending a coxswain
course.
4. A standard set of training exercises
called readiness objectives, which is a
menu of standard exercises a station can
choose from to meet their needs. They
are in three categories: basic, intermediate and advanced, and each describes the
5 W in the conduct of these exercises
that a station can tailor to their specific
operating area. This training is funded in the same manner that on-water training is currently funded.
End-to-End Training Review: There have been four findings that have influenced the new
courses:
• Safety data analysis from 2001–2016 corroborates the station leadership and management
team’s assertions that there is a need for a coxswain course that includes leadership training
• Safety data analysis also confirms there is room for improvement in essential SAR skills
• RHIOT is an excellent course but there are insufficient seats available to generate enough
coxswains to meet the organization’s needs
• SARNav 1 & 2 are good courses, however, they have components that can be removed that
are not specific to navigation
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Validation: This is a process in which we
would measure and adjust each area of readiness on a cyclical basis. Some of this already
exists (safety audits for example) but some
of this does not, specifically in areas such as
training, recertification, station visits, etc.

We hope to improve
preparedness and
execution of our
missions in a safe
manner
What is the project timeline?
The overall project timeline runs to 2020
to allow for each thrust to be developed in
turn, observed and adjusted. These timelines
are always fluid as we move forward. In the
shorter term the readiness framework is ahead
of schedule and release is expected by October. We will garner input from station leaders
and the Safety & Training Board (STB) and
release a revised version in the March 2018
timeframe prior to the start of the 2018/19
fiscal year. The training review and development is ahead of schedule with pilot courses
tentatively scheduled before 2018. The

schedule will be promulgated by the end of August or sooner. Validation detailed work will commence in 2018 as well as the engineering thrust, with an estimated one year to implement.

How will the project effect RCMSAR members in the short and long term?
Many aspects of readiness will be transparent to most of the membership but in the short term
the four areas that will be noticed the most are:
1. The temporary coxswain policy may provide certain stations relief; in fact, we have already
proceeded to implement this policy with two RCMSAR stations.
2. Training: There will soon be three new courses to overcome the limitations of our RHIOT
opportunities and consolidate SARNav 1 and SARNav 2. We will retain seats on RHIOT to
give us additional capacity and take advantage of this excellent course, but participation will
be prioritized towards stations with a heavy-weather readiness profile. We will be acquiring a
second training vessel to enhance the training scenarios. The following three courses will be
delivered in Sooke and available to all stations:
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SAR Skills—five-day course (over a weekend), includes SVOP certification and has
a large on-water component that will use
two vessels in order to exercise all core
SAR skills such as driving, towing, dewatering, emergency procedures, casualties
etc.
SARNav—five-day course (over a weekend), focused on SARNav with most of
the time on water alternating with the
simulator.
Coxswain Leadership—five-day course
(over a weekend), three days of in-class
with a group of mentors to cover such
topics as leadership theory, mentoring,
coaching, communications, command
decision making, operations and SAR
table top scenarios. The last two days will
employ two vessels exercising leadership in
challenging SAR scenarios.
3. All past qualifications will be grandfathered and the new courses could be made
available on a case-by-case basis for qualified personnel with the priority going to
members seeking a new qualification. As
is currently the case, station recommendation and operational need is how courses
will be loaded. To take a SAR skills or
SARNav course does not mean someone
must aspire to be a coxswain—if they are

happy to be a crew or advanced crew that is perfectly satisfactory. Overall there will be 20
courses per year and if all the courses are at capacity (6) then we will have a 100% throughput
increase at the SAR skills-RHIOT level and 50% increase at the coxswain level.
4. Fitness: Physical fitness is an aspect of individual readiness that is important to safety and
mission success. We commissioned a study by UVic to develop an annual test. The study is
under review to develop an annual RCMSAR fitness test equally applicable to all members
that is based on common RCMSAR tasks. The aim is to develop a reasonable standard and
release this policy by the end of 2017.
In the long term, members will be affected by how we move forward in validation and by
whether or not we use teams for station visits to conduct safety audits, training assessment, leadership mentoring and the overall readiness assessment of a station.
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What do you hope to accomplish by
implementing this project?
In short, we hope to improve preparedness
and execution of our missions in a safe manner
that also enhances the organization’s image.

Photos: John Maddalozzo

Is there anything else about the
Readiness Project you would like to
share with the membership?
Communication is very important as we can
never do it enough. So far I have briefed the
staff and CEO on a weekly basis since April,
briefs to the management team occurred in
May, a brief to the STB occurred on June 13
and will occur monthly as we seek their input,
a brief to station leaders occurred on June 28
and will occur again in three months to get
their and their members’ feedback (which I
have been receiving); next is the safety and risk
committee followed by the board of governors
and the AGM in September. If members have
any questions I encourage them to bring them
forward through their station leadership.
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Training
As a Team
PRACTICAL SKILLS

On June 19, RCMSAR stations Ladysmith, Port Alberni and Ucluelet took part in a joint training
exercise with crews from the Coast Guard’s Bamfield Lifeboat Station. RCMSAR Ladysmith’s Russ
Carrick outlines his crew’s experience and the valuable training that took place.
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As a station we had recently discussed some
training opportunities and ways to work in
some of the harder-to-obtain signoffs such
as heavy weather boating. With the Van Isle
360 International Yacht Race passing through
Ucluelet and the Bamfield Lifeboat Station
being in the area we decided to work on a joint
training exercise with CCG Bamfield and
RCMSAR stations Port Alberni and Ucluelet.
We worked through a few different scenarios
and due to time constraints we developed a
scenario involving an overdue kayaker in the
Broken Group Islands and also planned to do
some pacing.
On June 18, RCMSAR Station Ladysmith,
led by Coxswain Ian Kelly and crew members
Carol-Ann Kjartanson, John Oakes and I left Ladysmith and launched
our dedicated response vessel Community Spirit in the Somass River,
departing for Bamfield through the Alberni Inlet. This was a great
opportunity for us to navigate in unfamiliar waters, and as it turned out,
restricted visibility.
We arrived at the Coast Guard station in Bamfield and were greeted
by Officer in Charge Matt Jantzen. Matt gave our group an excellent
tour of the station and the CCGS Cape McKay, and introduced us to
the on-shift crew as well as giving us a great overview of their operations. We had lunch at the station and departed for Ucluelet, taking the
time to work on our heavy weather boating signoffs around Cape Beale
and Imperial Eagle Channel. All aboard had an opportunity to practice in head seas as well as following seas. With that we departed for
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Ucluelet where we were greeted by David Payne of RCMSAR Station
Ucluelet, who gave us a tour of their boathouse and vessel.
On June 19 we were up early and eager to commence our joint training exercise. We met up with Yarrow Eagle, Jonathan Hopkins and
Yuri Zharikov from the Ucluelet station and departed for Effingham
Island to rendezvous with the RCMSAR Station Port Alberni crew and
the Cape McKay. Once all the coxswains were briefed on the scenario
we departed on our assigned task of searching for the missing kayaker,
conducting shoreline searches through multiple islands, inlets and bays
in hopes of finding the kayaker. Once the Port Alberni crew found the
kayaker we all met on the Cape McKay for a debrief and then paced
with them. Both days up to this point were like a mini-RHIOT and
invaluable to us as a training opportunity.
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At this point the Port Alberni crew departed for home while we
returned to Ucluelet with the Ucluelet crew. Once we arrived in Ucluelet, their crew advised that they were having engine issues, and we
offered our boat and ourselves to assist them in escorting the sailors of
the Van Isle 360 into the harbour.
The boats came in at all times throughout the night. We even had one
vessel without power and we set up a side tow and towed them into
the harbour, docking them safely for the night. The entrance from the
sea to Ucluelet is one with many hazards and many racers mentioned
how much they appreciated having an RCMSAR escort. After a long
night that saw all the boats safely docked we had a crew change and
had Brian Cromp, Kris Campbell, John Davies and Dwayne Dyer take
over. Our crew headed back to Ladysmith via car while the second
crew headed to Bamfield to run through the kayaker scenario with the
Coast Guard crew, followed by some heavy weather training and area
familiarization.
I cannot say enough to thank Matt and his crew in Bamfield, David
Payne and his crew in Ucluelet and Ian Arklie and his crew in Port
Alberni. We had an exciting time full of tremendous learning and camaraderie between the stations and the Coast Guard. We would welcome
the opportunity to do this again.

On June 19, Coxswain Ian Arklie and crew members
Arnold Elias, Brian Proctor, Jennifer Rimmer, Tylo Smith
and John Woodthorpe took part in the RCMSAR/Coast
Guard joint training exercise in the Broken Group Islands.
After conducting shore searches of various islands, the
crew located the missing kayaker high on a beach under
some trees.
According to Coxswain Arklie, “This was an excellent
exercise in that it demonstrated the need for a slower and
methodical search. Everyone thoroughly enjoyed and
benefitted from this exercise.”
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Ground SAR Group Trains at RCMSAR Headquarters
By Jeni Christie, Juan de Fuca Search and Rescue
On Saturday, July 8, Juan De Fuca Search &
Rescue ( JDF SAR) conducted ground search
and rescue (GSAR) training at the RCMSAR
Headquarters and Training Centre in East
Sooke. JDF SAR is an inland ground SAR
group with more than 60 active members, with
specialized teams in rope rescue, Project Lifesaver, swift-water rescue, first aid and tracking.
RCMSAR graciously granted JDF SAR
permission to use the land at their training
facility, just down the road from the JDF SAR
HQ.
GSAR training is done in nearby wilderness
areas but good tracker training ground is difficult to come by—it must have enough variable
terrain to be able to teach to all levels within
a relatively small area. The 25-acre RCMSAR
training headquarters is ideal for GSAR
tracker training because there is a wide array
of landscapes—waterfront, multiple buildings,
grassy fields, forests, creeks, ponds etc.
Almost twenty students participated and
were divided up between beginners and more
experienced trackers. The novices spent the
day going slowly step-by-step, analyzing each
footprint in detail. This painstaking process of
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close-up analysis of each footprint is essential
to be an effective tracker and GSAR searcher.
The experienced trackers participated in a
mock scenario that circumnavigated the property. They had to employ different sign-cutting
techniques and were ultimately successful in
tracking the subjects and finishing the scenario at the end of the day.
The day exceeded everyone’s expectations,
due in part to the property with its wonderful
waterfront location and mixed terrain. It had
everything needed to provide learning points
and complex scenarios that challenged the
trackers in training.
JDF GSAR has requested the assistance
of RCMSAR in the past with rescues that
required boat access or searcher pick-ups/
drop-offs but the two groups do not train
together very often. In order to better prepare for actual responses, JDF welcomes the
opportunity for building connections and joint
training with RCMSAR.
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Charting Your Path in RCMSAR
By Greg Miller, Chair, Board of Governors, RCMSAR
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The AGM is just around the corner (September 17), and I hope
everyone will be able to join us in Richmond this year. Hopefully you
received the call for nominations for this year’s RCMSAR Board of
Governors.
For all members of RCMSAR it’s important to review your status and
chart out your path, so at our last meeting the board did an assessment
with a needs analysis to set some board criteria. The focus this year was
a little more specific than usual, but this is so we can continue to support the organization with certain skill sets that may be required now or
with future boards. As the organization continues to evolve, so should
the board.

For all members of RCMSAR it’s
important to review your status
and chart out your path.
In the last issue of the Compass I gave an overview of RCMSAR’s
Safety and Risk Committee in order to give all members a better understanding of the committee’s purpose and to introduce its members. In
this issue the focus will be on the Finance Committee.
This committee will work very closely with Director of Finance Jennifer Berg and CEO Pat Quealey. The Terms of Reference below outlines
the purpose, structure and general responsibilities of the Finance
Committee. The full Terms of Reference document is available on our
website here.

To be clear, these committees are not meant to be operational, only to
support the management team where required or if asked. This structure
also spreads out the responsibilities to the full board, ensuring everyone
is involved. Further, the chair of each committee reports back to the full
board at quarterly board meetings. This allows for a much more effective
use of time during our board meetings.
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Finance Committee
Chair: Stephanie Ivy – CPA, CA: Stephanie has been on the board and
on the Finance Committee for one year. Stephanie is a controller for
A&W Food Services of Canada.
Ken Burton: Ken has been on the RCMSAR board for two years and
joined the Finance Committee last year. Ken is a former RCMP officer
in charge of several patrol vessels, and is currently the executive director
of the Vancouver Maritime Museum.

“Financially literate” means the ability to read and understand a set
of financial statements that presents breadth and level of complexity of
accounting issues that are generally comparable to the Organization’s
financial statements; and
“Accounting or related financial expertise” means the ability to analyze and interpret a full set of financial statements, including the notes
attached thereto, in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for
not-for-profit organizations.

Grant Watkins: Grant has been a member of RCMSAR Station
Comox for one year and joined the board in September. Grant is a
professional engineer, former CEO of Fibreco Export Inc., and former
Chair of the BC Marine Employers Association.
Purpose
The purpose of the Finance Committee (“the Committee”) is to
ensure the Board of Governors (“BOG”) fulfils its legal, ethical, and
functional responsibilities following best governance practices with
regard to generally accepted financial practices, internal controls and
risk management.
Committee Structure
The Committee shall consist of a minimum of three directors.
The Chair of the Committee cannot act as Chair of another
committee.
All members of the Committee will be financially literate, with at least
one member having accounting or related financial expertise, using the
terms defined below.

RCMSAR Station Richmond was the primary safety boat for the visit of the 100+ metre tall ship Kaiwo
Maru, which travelled to Steveston from Japan in May.
Photo: Aaron Harnden
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1. Ensure processes and procedures are established consistent with
sound comptrollership principles.
2. Receive summary of financial governance level communications
from the CEO regarding financial issues and related trending items.
3. Work with Management to identify financial risks and ensure Management is putting in place plans to mitigate any identified financial
risk.
4. Review annually, the insurable risks and insurance coverage of the
Organization.
5. Receive, review and comment on Management reports related to
financial reports, budgets, and projected cash flows.
6. Review the qualifications, independence, quality of service and
performance of the external auditors and annually provide a recommendation to the BOG with regards to the appointment or the
discharge of the external auditors, the terms of their audit engagement and related fees.
7. Review in camera with the external auditor, the results of the external auditor’s audit of the Organization’s annual financial statements,
including the management letter and report to the BOG on any
unresolved matters.
8. Review with Management and the external auditor, and recommend
to the BOG for approval, the annual audited financial statements of
the Organization.
9. Review and recommend to the BOG for approval, any changes in
accounting policies or significant unusual transactions which impact
the financial statements in a significant manner.
10. Review annually, a summary of all Directors’ expenses and other
operating costs of the BOG.
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General Functions and Responsibilities

11. Review annually, a summary of the CEO’s expenses.
12. Approve of all significant non-audit services to be provided by the
external auditors before they are commenced.
13. Receive and review Management proposed major financial related
initiatives and together with management provide recommended
support to the BOG.
14. Establish and monitor procedures for the receipt, retention and
treatment of complaints received by the Organization regarding
accounting, internal accounting controls or auditing matters, including procedures for the confidential, anonymous submissions of
concerns regarding questionable accounting or auditing matters.
15. Review annually, the Terms of Reference and revise as appropriate.
16. Perform any other activities consistent with the Terms of Reference,
the Organization’s bylaws, and governing laws that the BOG or the
Committee determines are necessary or appropriate.
I hope this gives you a brief overview of the Finance Committee and
their function. I look forward to seeing everyone at this year’s AGM in
Richmond.
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Boat wise and street smart—the new line of high
quality RCMSAR apparel brings it all together!
Our new partner, Out of the Blue Designs, offers
RCMSAR members a new and improved selection of
high-quality branded apparel plus much faster delivery
times.
From business casual to tough foul-weather gear, you
will look great in RCMSAR clothing. Check out our
new catalogue and watch for new products and an
online ordering tool soon.
To order today, just fill out the form at the back of the
catalog and email it to clothing@rcmsar.com.
Orders will go directly to Out of the Blue Designs.

RESCUE

If you would like to support RCMSAR, please send your donation and the form below to:
Royal Canadian Marine Search and Rescue
6040 East Sooke Road, Sooke BC V9Z 0Z7
Thank you for helping save lives on the water!
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